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Explanation of new colour recognized 
ONLY for the Siberian cats at WCF 
General Assembly 2017 (code WEMS 

“u”).

How to differentiate brown tabby, 
sunshine and dark sunshine (golden 

sib). 



I presented my first proposal 
to recognize this new color in 
WCF between 2013 and 2014, 
assuming that this new gene 
could be on locus E such as 

amber, russet, copal / serdolic
which it closely in development, 
but in fact, it is somewhere else 

☺. 



NFO amber agouti

NFO amber silver 



NFO light amber non agouti

NFO amber non agouti



Burmese russet



Kurilian serdolic omozygothe agouti

Kurilian serdolic omozygothe non agouti



.
There are probably other
similar genes, such as
"copper" and "extreme
copper", also in Siberian
cats.
I have personally seen
similar colors among stray
cats in Ukraine



Usually "golden" is a colour which, 
traditionally, has been selected mainly in 
the PER / EXO breeds and it’s given by the 
Wb (Wide Band) gene which acts as a 
dominant and "widens" the "golden" from 
the base of an agouti cat's hair, "pushing" 
the true color to the tips of each hair
(black / blue or red / cream).





In Persian cats, the selection is mainly in chinchilla and silver 

shaded cats which are cats with the inhibitor gene (I) and the 

Wb gene, and which appear white except at the tips of each 

hair.

So, in Persians, the golden shell / shaded cat is a chinchilla / 

silver shaded cat without the inhibitor gene ...

(A- B- Wb- ii) 

But we are also beginning to have more and more golden tabby 

blotched, mackerel and spotted also in PER/EXO cats.





Although sunshine is very different from "golden", sunshine has 

always been registered, especially in Russia, as golden, until 

someone introduced the silver (I) gene ...

Thus, cats appeared with both colors, "silver" and "golden".

Assuming it is the same golden color as the Persians, it would 

be impossible!

Some people thought that these cats simply show rufism, but 

rufism looks different and is neither in this shade of colour nor 

with this distribution.



In some cases the sunshine detractors indicated bimetal 

females as tortie females (black and red, blue and cream), but 

the color is different and these cats never have red / cream 

paw pads, they don’t have pedigree with genetic red and  they 

never had  red offsprings .

All sunshine cats used for colour recognition in WCF were 

tested for amber and russet genes.

Swabs from cats sent to France (58 ones I sent myself) were 

also checked for the serdolic gene.







Description of  Sunshine tabby colour

The typical pink color of the truffle is always present!
The typical tabby nose outline is not present in Sunshine 
cats
It is a tabby cat with a very warm background color until his 
skin; the kitten is born with many hairs of the main color 
(black / blue / tortie/red etc.etc.); with age the hairs of the 
main color become less numerous and may disappear and the 
cat shows many warm reddish apricot hairs with a tabby 
pattern and some dark hairs.
The lower parts are lighter.
The tufts in the ears are clear, almost white.
The pads are consistent with the main color (black, blue, 
tortie etc. etc) in cats without white of course.
Black / blue / tortie etc. etc. eye make-up.
Any amount of white is allowed.



Brown sunshine tabby girl from Minsk



Brown sunshine tabby girl from Minsk



Brown sunshine tabby boy from  Moscow



Description of Sunshine silver tabby colour (bimetal) 

The typical pink color of the truffle/nose is always present, 
sometimes a little lighter than in non silver sunshine cats.
The typical nose contour of a tabby cat is not present in 
Sunshine cats and therefore neither in silver.
The cat is a silver cat, so the base of the coat is white with 
the exception of the sunshine hairs which are usually 
sunshine along the entire length of the coat (sunshine “eats” 
both black and silver).

The cat appears as if it has been split in half along the body 
and along his paws.
To explain .. like a blue Abyssinian (whitout ticked of 
course). 
The upper parts, which may still have black hairs, are darker 
than the ventral parts which are always sunshine.



Black sunshine silver tabby girl. 
Look at the nose colour, PINK! 
Not brick, as happens in a “normal” tabby cat!



Black Sunshine silver tabby The paw pads are of the main colour (black)





Muzzle, chin, and undersides are nearly white with warm 
apricot, whithout black / blue / Tortie tabby marks.
The front and hind legs are divided in two lengthwise: 
the inside is noticeably lighter than the outside. 
The outer side is the only one with black hair.

The underside of the tail is also clear.
The tip of the tail is black.
The paw pads are consistent with the main color (black, 
blue, tortie) in cats without white of course.
The tufts in the ears are almost white.

Black / blue / tortie eye make-up.

Any amount of white is allowed.





Shunshine Silver kittens are born silver with slight 

shades of apricot pink; the muzzle and legs are very 

light with slight shades of pink-apricot.

The nose leather is always pink.

In a few months the black silver hairs (blue / 

tortie) become less and less numerous on the back 

and the sunshine increases.

In the adult cats you can also not see at all the 

bimetal separation like in kittens



Black Sunshine silver tabby



One sunshine and 3 bimetal



One sunshine on the right
and one bimetal on the top



Black sunshine silver tabby boy from Poland



What I have found is that all Sunshine-carrying silver 

cats have sunshine spots down to the base of their coat. 

So they are silver tabby, not Sunshine; the color of the 

nose is similar of a normal tabby cat, but they have some 

"spots" on the upper parts of body.

Description of Silver carrier Sunshine 



Yankee SilviaSib silver carrier sunshine



Yankee SilviaSib silver carrier sunshine
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We can have the brown / blue / red / cream / 

tortie Sunshine tabby for cats without the 

inhibitor gene and the black / blue / red / cream 

/ tortie Sunshine silver tabby for cats with the 

inhibitor gene, because the gene is always the 

Sunshine one and it isn’t a colour gene, but a 

modifier of colour.

These colours can be in blotched, mackerel or 

spotted, with or without white.

Colours



We can have the same colours in the point variety





Eye color is independent of the Sunshine gene, so all 
eye colors are allowed except for points, although 
green eye color is preferable for Sunshine silver.

Sunshine point cats can only have blue eyes.

Since the color and pattern of the coat are not so 
important for Siberians (only 5 points), we can admit 
some variability in the distribution of sunshine and of  

the base colour (black, blue, red, cream, tortie)



Red sunshine silver tabby blotched



Siberian sunshine cats homozygous for the 
sunshine gene AND for the  non-agouti 
gene, unlike amber or serdolic, DO NOT 
show the tabby pattern on their fur, but 
the cat is on the base color without any 
tabby marking (black, blue, cream, red, 
tortie).



Here some pictures with the development 
of color in a litter out of two sunshine 
parents, the father without silver and 
the mother silver.
Seven kittens all sunshine, four also 
silver.



Father: Brown sunshine tabby & white from Moscow
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From the left: two sunshine tabby silver kittens and two sunshine tabby kittens 
without silver (3-4 weeks old)



Black sunshine silver tabby boy, 3 weeks, we will se him later at the age of 
three months.



Brown brown sunshine tabby mackerel, two months old



Boy black sunshine silver tabby & white 3 weeks old



Two brown sunshine tabby, 3 weeks old



Two brown sunshine tabby, two months old. Look at the PINK color of the nose



All sunshine with and without silver & white, two months old



All seven sunshine kittens with and without silver & white, two months old



Black sunshine silver tabby and white boy, 14 weeks old



Black sunshine silver tabby and white boys, 14 weeks old



Black sunshine silver tabby boy, three months old



The “dark sunshine” cat has the leather of the nose 
like a normal tabby cat, brick colored; but the base of 
the coat is warm hazel not black or gray like a normal 
tabby cat.
The ‘dark sunshine’ cats checked until now are  
homozygous sunshine cats, heterozygous for the 
agouti (Aa) gene.
Non-agouti in homozygosity prevents the expression 
of sunshine, non-agouti in heterozygosity partially 
prevents the expression of sunshine:
the nose is not affected by the change of color, but 
the base of the hair and its color are affected.

Difference between «golden sib» (dark sunshine) 
and sunshine



We suggest to differentiate this phenotype with the 
name dark sunshine code “u1” from the sunshine code 
“u” for the correct genetic on the pedigrees

Difference between «golden sib» (dark sunshine) 
and sunshine



An adult boy brown dark sunshine tabby



The fur of the same cat dark sunshine: golden at the base and not black or gray



Always the same cat: it is evident that this is not a tipped cat



Kitten dark sunshine 12 days old. 



Another dark sunshine two months old



.. And now the difference between a brown tabby 
carrier sunshine and a sunshine.
Only the fur, the nose is completely different of 
course.



On the left, the carrier sunshine,
Warm hazelnut color, grayish / 
black fur base

On the right, sunshine, the color 
is lighter, different, and the 
base of the hair is apricot or 
light hazel



.. And here the fur of a brown tabby non-carrier 
sunshine
The color is not so warm and the base of the coat 
is more black / gray





Two kittens, carrier sunshine,



Summary:

A = agouti      -> genetic test available
B / b / bl = black-chocolate-cinnamon → genetic test available
O = red  -> no test
D = diluition gene in recessive mutation (d) -> genetic test available
C / cb / cs = albino serie gene -> genetic test available

I = gene inibitore (silver / smoke) – No test  
T / Tb - Ta - Sp different genes > no commercial test, but mutation 
founded
Wb = Wide Banding (involved in Golden Classic) -> no test

E/e/er/es = wild/amber/russet/serdolic → genetic test available

Sunshine wbsib, recessive mutation,  CORIN → mutation founded, 
genetic test soon available



After publication, the sunshine mutation study is in the public 
domain and some labs may commercialize the test.
This would likely facilitate recognition of the new color in other 
feline federations.

The research on the mutation of sunshine was funded by LOOF 
and carried out by Professor Marie Abitbol of Campus vétérinaire
de Lion - France, who for my part received almost 60 samples of 
cats.

About forty swabs had also been sent to UC Davis and Zoogen in 
St. Petersburg, but we have not heard anything more.



I thank all the catteries that participated in the sample collection 
and the “sunshine” project.

A big thank you to LOOF for taking into consideration the 
recognition of this new «color», on the proposal of the «CASIB» 
breed club.

Great gratitude and esteem goes to Marie Abitbol that she was 
able to collect my intuition and, above all, she was able to listen to 
me and put her important work on this project!
.

I firmly believe that collaboration between scientists, judges and 
breeders is essential in this field!



The cats presented here belong to the following catteries that have 
allowed me to use their photos:
Siberian cats:

Veselka - Silvia Perego
Matiblue - Erika Schiavone
Kilgharrah - Eleonora Ruggiero
VivaLaVita *RU – Ekaterina Kudoshina
Simbircit *BY – Lilia Vasilieva

Norwegian Forest Cats:
Maidiremiao - Marina Ferrari

Persian/Exotic:
Cobalto Green – Claudio Cobalto

The name "sunshine" comes from the common work of E. Ruggiero, S. 
Perego and C. Pallavicino and was proposed for the first time by M. 
Rusconi, although I know that others have wanted to take the 
authorship ☺



For any question:

Eleonora Ruggiero ricerca@afef.eu
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